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Builder confidence down from
record high, still strong
Ending a string of three successive months of record highs, builder confidence in the market for newly built
single-family homes fell four points to 86 in December, according to the latest NAHB/Wells Fargo Housing
Market Index (HMI) released today. Despite the decline, this is still the second-highest reading in the history
of the series after last month’s mark of 90.

“Housing demand is strong entering 2021, however the coming year will see housing affordability 
challenges as inventory remains low and construction costs are rising,” said NAHB Chairman Chuck Fowke.
“Policymakers should take note to avoid increasing regulatory costs associated with land development and
residential construction.”

“Builder confidence fell back from historic levels in December, as housing remains a bright spot for a 
recovering economy,” said NAHB Chief Economist Robert Dietz. “The issues that have limited housing 
supply in recent years, including land and material availability and a persistent skilled labor shortage, will
continue to place upward pressure on construction costs. As the economy improves with the deployment 
of a COVID-19 vaccine, interest rates will increase in 2021, further challenging housing affordability in the
face of strong demand for single-family homes.”

Derived from a monthly survey that NAHB has been conducting for 35 years, the NAHB/Wells Fargo HMI
gauges builder perceptions of current single-family home sales and sales expectations for the next six
months as “good,” “fair” or “poor.” The survey also asks builders to rate traffic of prospective buyers as
“high to very high,” “average” or “low to very low.” Scores for each component are then used to calculate
a seasonally adjusted index where any number over 50 indicates that more builders view conditions as
good than poor.

The HMI index gauging current sales conditions dropped four points to 92, the component measuring sales
expectations in the next six months fell four points to 85 and the gauge charting traffic of prospective 
buyers also decreased four points to 73.

Looking at the three-month moving averages for regional HMI scores, the Northeast fell one point to 82, 
the Midwest was up one point to 81, the South rose one point to 87 and the West increased two points 
to 96.

Courtesy of NAHB

Our focus is on your future.
Building A Better Association!
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We are committed to
your success.

Building A Better Association!

Recruit a new GNBHBA
member today.

Building A Better Association!

The GNBHBA Board 
Members Wish 

You All A Happy, 
Healthy & Prosperous 

New Year!
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    GNBHBA is a local trade association that offers opportunities to its members to display their products and services. We make no representation, express or implied, regarding the 
qualifications of members or the quality of their products and services, but invite you to examine them for yourself.
    Focus Magazine is the official publication of the Greater New Braunfels Home Builders Association. Focus Magazine is designed and produced by VH3 Creative, LLC and 
published monthly by GNBHBA – GNBHBA address: P.O. Box 311626, New Braunfels, TX 78131; phone (830) 609-4242. A subscription to Focus Magazine is $60.00, included with each
membership. Additional subscriptions are available to members at $5.00 per issue, or $20.00 per issue to non-members. © 2021, The Greater New Braunfels Home Builders Association.
    As part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 taxpayers will no longer be able to deduct state or federal lobbying expenses as ordinary and necessary cost of doing 
business. This means that the portion of your dues that is considered state or federal “lobbying expenses” will not be deductible.
    NAHB has informed us that this amount is $19.91 for the National Association. The Texas Association of Builders declares $81.60 of the state dues to be lobbying expenses.
Also, please note that dues payments to the Greater New Braunfels HBA are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal tax purposes. However, dues payments
(other than state and federal lobbying expenses) may be deductible as an ordinary and necessary business expense. 

View the 2020 Parade 
Magazine Online
Scan this QR Code or follow 
this link:

https://my.flipbookpdf.net/lVWPN

You make a difference in our Association.
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Notes from
the Executive
Director
It was so great to see everyone at our 
Annual Install Dinner in December. When 
I look around the room, I see how truly
great the people are in this Association 

and what makes the GNBHBA the best in the state. I want to welcome
our new 2021 Board and thank you to our 2020 Board. Thank you to
StrucSure Home Warranty and MG Building Materials for being our
Title Sponsors for the 2020 Install Dinner. Special thank you to Terry
McFadden with Elite Stone for running the horseshoe tournament
again this year and congratulations to K&M Construction on the 
big win!

We are looking forward to 2021 and all of the promise it brings. With
10 homes already committed to the 2021 Parade of Homes, teams
signed up for every event and a new group of members joining and
wanting to be active, we are excited to start 2021.

Kendall
Kuebel Turner
Executive Director

We are looking forward
to seeing you at 
upcoming events!

Building A Better Association!

Our event partners
rock!

Building A Better Association!
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NEW MEMBERS
& RENEWALS

NEW MEMBERS
Acme Renovations, LLC
Westin Fields
1024 Happy Haven Rd
McQueeny, Texas 78123
(210) 787-6211
westinfields@acmebuilds.com

Beyer Heating & Air 
Conditioning
Jonathon Beyer
4711 Broom Street
San Antonio, Texas 78217 
(210) 201-2193
jonathanb@beyerboys.com

Sherwin Williams 
Paint Company
Chris Cox
364 Landa St
New Braunfels, Texas 78130
(210) 238-7058
christopher.a.cox@sherwin.com

RENEWALS
Creative Homes
E.B. Jobe

Haden Construction
Chris Williams

JNJ Builders, LLC
Jeffery Dickerson

Summit Oaks Builders
Greg Griffin

TA French Custom Builder
Troy French

If your name is not on our new member or renewal list, please call the Association office to report this to me. 
Also, if you have a change in your contact information, either, name, address or phone/email information, please email me with your changes: kturner@gnbhba.com

2021 GNBHBA Committee 
Members Needed
Commitment, teamwork and vision combined make a successful Association. 
We need your involvement, input and expertise.  

Please give thoughtful consideration to serving on a GNBHBA Committee 
in 2021. For more information, contact Kendall at kturner@gnbhba.com.
Thank you for your support!

Building A Better Association!
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Brad Morris 
President

Ronnie Shikoski
Vice President

David Hevner
Associate Vice President

Coy Chafin
Treasurer

Colby Duke 
Parliamentarian

Troy French
Immediate Past President

Eric Bernal
Clint Ciomperlik
Leslie Evans
Patrick Hollaway
Mike Isbell
Terry McFadden
Marc Miller
David Wood
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Top Color Trends 
for 2021
The COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 has brought new meaning and 
purpose to the concept of home, as it is now not only a place to live,
but a place to work and play. In looking ahead toward 2021, color can
play an important role in helping to create a rejuvenating environment
that improves our mood and outlook.

“We are all craving color, and we are all actually looking for an 
increase in our joy and happiness quotient,” Doris Pearlman, founder
of Possibilities for Design and chair of NAHB’s Design Committee,
shared during a recent NAHB Design Bites segment.

Next year’s color trends are likely to provide that much needed boost.
Pearlman forecasted 12 key color palettes and materials — ranging
from mixed metals to earthy clay tones to classic blues and aquatic
teals — which are mirrored in the colors of the year selections by
major companies and paint manufacturers.

Pantone’s 2021 Colors of the Year, for example, is a dynamic duo of 
Ultimate Gray — a solid, dependable shade — and Illuminating — 
a bright lemon yellow.

“The union of enduring Ultimate Gray with the vibrant yellow 
Illuminating expresses a message of positivity supported by 
fortitude,” shared Leatrice Eiseman, executive director of the Pantone
Color Institute, in a press release. “Practical and rock solid, but at the
same time warming and optimistic, this is a color combination that
gives us resilience and hope.”

Sherwin Williams also opted for a more resilient tone with its strong
neutral, Urbane Bronze. Rooted in nature, the hue mixes well with
other biophilic elements to help bring the outdoors in and create a
sense of relaxation and serenity.

“The home is now the ultimate retreat from the world, and color is an
easy and effective way to create a personal haven,” said Sue Wadden,
director of color marketing at Sherwin-Williams, in a press release.
“Urbane Bronze encourages you to create a sanctuary space for 
mindful reflection and renewal.”

(Top Color Trends article continued on page 16)
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MAY
TBD
CASINO 
NIGHT

MARCH
5-6

BLOWIN’ SMOKE
BBQ COOK-OFF

APRIL
8

SPRING GOLF
TOURNAMENT

JUNE
17-18

BENT NAIL FISHING
TOURNAMENT

AUGUST
12

TEXAS HOLD ’EM
/ ASSOCIATE

APPRECIATION DAY

SEPTEMBER
9

BLAST ‘N SHOOT
SKEET & TRAP
TOURNAMENT

OCTOBER
1-2 8-9
GNBHBA 2021

PARADE OF HOMES

NOVEMBER
11

FALL GOLF
TOURNAMENT

DECEMBER
9

INSTALLATION OF 
OFFICERS DINNER

2021 GNBHBA EVENTS

9www.gnbhba.com
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President – Brad Morris – G Morris Homes

Vice President – Ronnie Shikoski – Chesmar Homes

Associate Vice President – David Hevner – Quality Plumbing

Treasurer – Coy Chafin – Jeff Chafin Homes

Parliamentarian – Colby Duke – Hotchkiss Insurance

Immediate Past President – Troy French – T.A. French Custom Builder

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Eric Bernal – Parrish & Co.

Clint Ciomperlik – 84 Lumber

Leslie Evans – Moore Supply

Patrick Hollaway – Mike Hollaway Homes

Mike Isbell – G Micheal Homes

Terry McFadden – Elite Stone

Marc Miller – K&M Construction

David Wood – Patriot Construction

DIRECTORS

Welcoming Our New Officers!
2021 GNBHBA Board of Directors
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Housing’s Outlook for 2021
Single-family builder sentiment fell back to a level of 86 in December, according to the NAHB/Wells Fargo
Housing Market Index (HMI), after achieving an all-time high of 90 in November. The dip was due to 
growing concerns over housing affordability in 2021. However, December’s HMI was still the second highest
on record.

Supply-side pressures, such as resurgent lumber prices, limited lot supplies, supply-chain issues, and a 
persistent skilled labor deficit foreshadow higher costs and longer build times heading into next year. 
Moreover, on the demand side of the housing market, limited inventories of single-family homes have 
generated strong price gains in 2020.

The deployment of a vaccine, while representing good news for the overall economy, will place upward
pressure on interest rates. In turn, the combination of higher prices and rising rates will price some 
households out of the housing market next year.

The NAHB forecast is for ongoing gains for single-family construction in 2021, though at a slower growth
rate than in 2020. Remodeling will remain strong as people continue to upgrade existing homes. The 
multifamily construction market will experience weakness as rent growth slows and vacancy rates rise.
However, the development market should stabilize by 2022.

Together, residential construction will remain a leading element of the recovering economy, as illustrated
with recent labor market data: Residential construction added 15,400 net jobs in November and was one of
only a few sectors of the economy to post a year-over-year jobs gain (26,000).

While the HMI fell back, the outlook for housing remains positive, as the overall economy is expected to
record a solid gain for GDP growth in 2021. NAHB anticipates GDP growth to accelerate in the second half 
of the year, after a majority of the U.S. population has been vaccinated. This process will be the most 
important element of 2021, as it will allow hard-hit sectors in the service industries to begin to recover and
diminish shutdown risks harming small businesses.

A growing economy will be good for housing, but industry stakeholders should be aware it could also result
in higher interest rates that could act as a headwind for more housing growth.

Courtesy of NAHB

Our focus is on your future.

Building A Better Association!
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HOLIDAY INSTALLATION
OF OFFICERS DINNER
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THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS
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We appreciate our advertisers!
Building A Better Association!

MEMBER MARKETPLACE
Do Business With Your Fellow Members 



“Aegean Teal 2136-40 and the corresponding Color Trends 2021 palette express a welcoming, lived-in 
quality that celebrates the connections and real moments that take place within the home,” noted Andrea
Magno, the director of color marketing and development at Benjamin Moore, in the press release. Reflection
and renewal played a role In Benjamin Moore’s selection as well. The calming blue-green of Aegean Teal
provides a sense of stability and tranquility to combat the chaos of the past year.

PPG combines both of these trends — earth tones and tranquil blues — with its 2021 “Be Well” color palette
comprising Transcend, Misty Aqua and Big Cypress.

“With the world sheltering in place for the better half of the year, we have begun to crave human 
connection and embrace simple activities, including walking, hiking, baking and gardening,” said Dee
Schlotter, PPG senior color marketing manager, architectural and industrial coatings, in a press release.
“This organic and hopeful palette represents what we have been longing for after decades of 
overstimulation and overconsumption — simplicity and restfulness.”

Courtesy of NAHB

(Top Color Trends article continued from page 8)
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Visit our
new website

GNBHBA.COM

Quality is an investment in the future.
Building A Better Association!
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As we welcome the New Year, I wanted to thank all of you for your support of the 
Association over the last year. It was unlike any other year we have seen before, but
we still continued to have successful partnerships and events thanks to each one of
you. With that said, we are looking forward to an exciting 2021 and building on those
partnerships. As many of you know, the International Builders Show has been moved

to a virtual event taking place February 9-12, 2021. Your membership allows you expo access to this event for
free and all access passes, which include over a hundred seminars, can be purchased at a reduced price by 
visiting www.buildersshow.com. As always, please reach out to us at membership@gnbhba.com with any 
questions you have. Happy New Year!

MEMBERSHIPNews

Thanks for your membership! Building A Better Association!

Vera Ulibarri
Membership Chair
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